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REGULAR ARTICLE

Neural mechanisms of event visibility in sign languages
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ABSTRACT
In unrelated sign languages event structure is reflected in the dynamic form of verbs, and hearing
non-signers are known to be able to recognise these visual event structures. This study assessed
the time course of neural processing mechanisms in non-signers to examine the pathways for
incorporation of physical-perceptual motion features into the linguistic system. In an EEG study,
hearing non-signers classified telic/atelic verb signs (two-choice lexical decision task). The ERP
effects reflect differences in perceptual processing of verb types (early anterior ERP effects) and
integration of perceptual and linguistic processing required by the task (later posterior ERP
effects). Non-signers appear to segment signed input into discrete events as they try to map
the sign to a linguistic concept. This might indicate the potential pathway for co-optation of
perceptual features into the linguistic structure of sign languages.
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Introduction

In the course of human evolution, the ability to identify
and interpret discrete events in the fluidly changing
environment was one of the most critical functions of
cognition. As humans developed the ability to commu-
nicate using language, information about actions –
their structure, temporal parameters, and participants –
took a central role in linguistic communication in the
form of verbs and their linguistic features. Verbs and
their arguments are central to any communicative
message, and consistencies in their relationships form
the core of linguistic patterns across languages (Evans
& Levinson, 2009; Greenberg, 1963). Every sentence in
linguistic communication is centred on transmitting
information about an action or an event, that is, predica-
tion. The verb and its arguments that form the core of
every sentence can describe an event in two ways: as
having an inherent boundary, or an endpoint (i.e.
verbs such as drop or arrive), or not inherently
bounded or limited (i.e. verbs such as sleep or walk).
Those that describe events with an inherent endpoint
are called telic; those that describe events that are not
bounded are termed atelic (Pustejovsky, 1991; Tenny,
1994; Vendler, 1967; Verkuyl, 1972). Development of
appropriate use of verb markings for tense and

finiteness (telicity) is one of the most challenging
stages of language acquisition, especially for children
with Developmental Language Disorder (aka specific
language impairment; Eyer et al., 2002; Rice, 2003;
Schwartz & Leonard, 1984; Sheng & McGregor, 2010).
Prior research suggests that from the standpoint of
neural computations, language and action processing
overlap substantially (Blumenthal-Dramé & Malaia,
2019); thus, understanding how action processing
feeds into language processing can be groundbreaking
in terms of modelling language disorders, identifying
them early, and developing therapies. The hypothesis
that language builds on general, non-linguistic abilities
– such as the ability to identify, parse, and interpret
actions – has not been conclusively tested in spoken
languages, as they differ from action in modality (audi-
tory vs. visual). Sign languages, on the other hand,
allow investigating the processes of action comprehen-
sion and language understanding within a single
(visual) modality and further evaluating the relationship
between action comprehension and language under-
standing at various processing stages, from sensory per-
ception to higher cognition.

In sign language verbs, event structure is often per-
ceptually reflected in the form of the signs, that is, the
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hand articulator motion dynamics. Previous work has
indicated that hearing non-signers infer aspectual
meaning from visually presented signs and can identify
the boundedness/telicity parameter of never-before-
encountered sign language verbs (Kuhn et al., 2021;
Strickland et al., 2015). However, the mechanisms of
skill transfer between action and language processing
are not well understood. What neural mechanisms do
non-signers rely on when they correctly classify the teli-
city of signed verbs? To examine this question, we pre-
sented hearing non-signers with the task of perceiving
and sorting verb signs in unknown sign languages
while recording their ERPs to these stimuli.

Sign languages and event visibility

Sign languages are produced in the three-dimensional
signing space by manual (hand and arm) and non-
manual means (e.g. position of eyebrows, head, upper
body). Sign languages are natural languages, with
complex hierarchical constructs at all levels of linguistic
analysis, from kinematically-based phonology to syntax.
Since about the 1980s, psycholinguistic and neuroima-
ging studies have shown that sign languages recruit a
left-hemispheric fronto-temporal network in the brain,
similar to that responsible for spoken language proces-
sing (for an overview see e.g. Cardin et al., 2020;
Corina & Lawyer, 2019; Emmorey, 2021; Gutiérrez-Sigut
& Baus, 2021; Hickok & Bellugi, 2010). However, visual
modality does impact the structure of sign languages
in specific ways. For example, while spoken languages
also have some “sound symbolic” words they employ
(the phenomenon termed onomatopoeia, where for
example the spoken German word “Miau” is used to
refer to a cat), sign languages in general demonstrate
a higher degree of linguistically-encoded iconicity (i.e.
strong identifiable relationship between visual form
and meaning) across a variety of unrelated language
families (cf. Wilbur, 2008).

Klima and Bellugi (1979) described the rich repertoire
of grammatical aspectual marking in American Sign
Language (ASL), with subsequent work decomposing
the movement components for different event types
(Wilbur, Klima & Bellugi, 1983; Wilbur, 2005, 2009).
Similar verbal modulations for grammatical aspect
marking have been described for a number of other
sign languages.1 Wilbur (2003) further observed that
ASL lexical verbs can be analyzed as telic and atelic
based on their phonological form, with telic verbs
having a more rapid deceleration to the place of articu-
lation at the end of the sign reflecting semantic end-
state of affected arguments.2 The observation that
semantic verb classes are characterised by certain

movement profiles was formulated as the Event Visibility
Hypothesis (EVH; Wilbur, 2008). Empirical evidence for
the EVH came frommotion capture research, which indi-
cated systematic kinematic distinctions between telic
and atelic predicates, whereby the endpoint of the
event in telic signs is marked by a higher peak velocity
and significantly faster deceleration at the end in con-
trast to atelic signs (Krebs et al., 2021; Malaia et al.,
2008; Malaia & Wilbur, 2012; Wilbur et al., 2012).

Homologies between event representations in
language and action

Humans rely on dynamic features of visual motion for
perceptual segmentation of the visual and linguistic
signal, as well as for gesturally expressing event bound-
aries. Multiple studies have shown that reality is segmen-
ted into events at multiple scales simultaneously (Zacks,
Braver, et al., 2001; Zacks, Tversky, et al., 2001). Such
event segmentation studies typically ask participants
to watch a video with a dynamic scene and indicate
time-points at which the participants think an action is
completed; participants can do so at fine-grained and
coarse-grained boundaries. Across cohorts, participants
show remarkable agreement in identifying the timing
boundaries of both coarse and fine-grained events,
either in realistic scenarios (familiar scenes, e.g. how
one folds laundry), or in abstract moving-dot exper-
iments (Kurby & Zacks, 2008; Speer et al., 2007; Zacks,
Braver, et al., 2001). Further, humans appear to be sensi-
tive to the internal temporal profile of events, which
helps them differentiate between unbounded and
bounded events (Ji & Papafragou, 2020). For instance,
Ji and Papafragou (2020) used a non-linguistic category
identification task, in which participants were presented
with pairs of bounded and unbounded events, and had
to extract a generalisation about one member of these
pairs. Participants built assumptions about event bound-
aries even when the boundary itself was obscured, indi-
cating that viewers are not only sensitive to event
boundedness, but also distinguish it from event com-
pletion. The viewers could identify bounded and
unbounded events even when linguistic encoding was
suppressed by a secondary task of counting numbers
(Ji & Papafragou, 2020).

The ability to identify, hierarchically structure, and
remember segmented portions of the signal appears
to be transferable between action and linguistic
domains. Strickland et al. (2015) provided an example
of action-to-language processing transfer, showing
that non-signers are capable of identifying telic/atelic
semantics of unknown sign language verbs in the
absence of any prior exposure to a sign language.
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Non-signers, who were shown videos of sign language
verbs differing in event structure and resulting motion
signatures, were asked to select the likely meaning of
the observed sign from two English verbs. Participants
accurately inferred lexical aspectual meaning from
visual stimuli, distinguishing between atelic and telic
signs with unknown meaning. The fact that non-
signers were able to make sense of the visual signal
suggests that the presence/absence of a dynamic
visual boundary was sufficient for action segmentation.
Then, due to the linguistic nature of the task, inference
about event structure of the verb would have been
carried out on the basis of action segmentation (telic
vs. atelic). Strickland et al. (2015, p. 5968) concluded
that both linguistic notions of telicity and mapping
biases between telicity and visual form were universally
accessible, shared between signers and non-signers.

A reverse phenomenon – language-to-action transfer
of skill in segmentation of visual signal – has been
demonstrated in a series of experiments in which
signers and non-signers were asked to reproduce
dynamic point-light drawings (Klima et al., 1999). The
signers, but not the speakers, made a crucial distinction
between strokes and transitions in the point-light
display: the signers did not draw the lines which rep-
resented transitional motion between “strokes” of the
drawings. The stimuli were not linguistically informative
for any of the participants; however, the signing partici-
pants were able to extrapolate their linguistic experience
in visual segmentation of a signal to a non-linguistic task
that focused on action segmentation and structuring.
Thus, while non-signers and signers appear capable of
relying on similar motion cues for segmentation of the
visual signal and assignment of meaning, signers
appear capable of more nuanced structuring of the
visual signal.

Another kind of language-to-action transfer can be
observed regarding the gesturing of (non-signing)
spoken language users. Schlenker (2020), investigating
the use ofpro-speechgestures,3 observedvisual boundary
marking for gestures that expressed telic events, but not
for gestures expressing atelic events. King and Abner
(2018) also compared the production of ASL atelic/telic
signs and the production of gestures by hearing non-
signers asked to gesturally express the meaning of predi-
cates without using speech. To assess boundedness and
repetition, the gestures and signs were coded on a 7
point scale with respect to their form components: (a)
boundary (i.e. a sudden stop or deceleration, a change in
handshape, or contact at the end of a sign), (b) repetition
(i.e. repeated movement across space, opening, closing,
or changing of handshape), and (c) compositeness (i.e. a
sequential combination of different gesture parts). In line

with earlier findings, it turned out that ASL telic predicates
had a significantly higher boundedness score, while atelic
predicateshadahigher repetition score.Notably, the same
effects for boundedness and repetition were observed for
gestures produced by non-signers (although the effects
were stronger in ASL than in gesture). Thus, multiple
studies contribute to the evidence that there appears to
be a common phenomenon of visual mapping between
event structure and its manual representation, which
may be strengthened/grammaticalised as language con-
ventionalises (e.g. in sign languages). This suggests that
patterns of event structure representation in the visual
modality might be based on cognitive biases that shape
information expression in the visual modality. Additional
support for the claim that manual gestures can be gram-
maticalised into visual language systems has been pro-
vided by research on artificial sign language learning. For
instance, Motamedi et al. (2022) examined how linguistic
structureemerges in artificialmanual signsystemsbycom-
bining an iterated learning paradigm (in which partici-
pants are asked to learn from gestures produced by
previous participants) with a silent gesture paradigm (i.e.
hearing non-signers have to communicate only by
gesture). The authors observed the development of categ-
orical markers distinguishing nouns and verbs, which
became systematic and regular through the repeated
use and transmission of the gestures. That said, it is impor-
tant to remember that the participants in such studies are
already users of a language, that is, they already have con-
ceptual and linguistic distinctions between nouns and
verbs prior to engaging in the tasks.

From multiple perceptual features experimentally
tested as potentially relevant for visual action compre-
hension (e.g. distance between pairs of moving
objects, relative location, speed, acceleration, etc.),
changes in speed of individual objects emerged as the
feature most highly correlated with event boundary
identification. Specifically, action start and end times,
as identified by participants, are highly correlated with
increases and decreases of speed (or acceleration and
deceleration) (Zacks et al., 2006). As described pre-
viously, rate of deceleration is also one of the motion
features used for differentiating telic from atelic verbs
in sign language production. At the neural level, these
changes in speed of individual objects were associated
with increased activity in the area of the brain termed
MT+, and a nearby region in the superior temporal
sulcus – both associated with processing of biological
motion (Zacks et al., 2006). Very similar neural activations
were reported in sign-naïve participants observing
signed sentences in ASL involving telic and atelic verbs
(Malaia, Ranaweera, et al., 2012); yet, signers observing
the same stimuli show focused activation in the left
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inferior frontal gyrus, an area related specifically to
language processing. This indicates that while both
signers and non-signers operate on the same perceptual
information (i.e. both visually process the perceptual-
kinematic difference between telic and atelic ASL
signs), only familiarity with the language allows low-
level perception of motion differences in the signal to
be processed as information at the linguistic levels.

This combination of observations, namely that: (1)
hearing non-signers process the perceptual-kinematic
difference between atelic and telic verbs in ASL
(Malaia, Ranaweera, et al., 2012), (2) hearing non-
signers associate unfamiliar (pseudo-)signs involving a
dynamic visual boundary with telic events and
(pseudo-)signs without a visual boundary with atelic
events (Kuhn et al., 2021; Strickland et al., 2015), and
(3) Deaf signers and hearing non-signers process telic
and atelic signs differently at the neuroanatomical
level (Malaia, Ranaweera, et al., 2012), show that a per-
ceptual-kinematic velocity feature used for non-linguis-
tic event segmentation (available to non-signers) is
incorporated into the language system to be processed
as an abstract linguistic feature by Deaf signers (see
Malaia, Ranaweera, et al., 2012).4 Although the cross-lin-
guistic nature of motion-based interpretation of lexical
aspect in sign languages is widely attested (Wilbur,
2008), along with the consistency of both signers and
non-signers in interpreting signs with such features
(Kuhn et al., 2021; Strickland et al., 2015), the neural
bases of this universal mapping from motion features
to linguistic features are not, as yet, well-described.

The present study

To investigate the neural timeline of mapping between
visual motion and linguistic event structure, we recorded
ERP data during (online) processing of telic and atelic
signs of different sign languages in hearing non-
signers. Participants were asked to label the viewed
signs with a two-alternative-forced-choice task (2AFC)
in their native language using answer choices presented
in written German, and, additionally, to indicate how
certain they were of their decision (see below for a
more detailed description of the task). The sign language
stimuli, which represented unknown input for the par-
ticipants, consisted of signed telic and atelic verbs
from Turkish Sign Language (TİD), Italian Sign Language
(LIS) and Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT) (from
Strickland et al., 2015), as well as telic and atelic signed
verbs from Croatian Sign Language (HZJ). Based on pre-
vious research (Kuhn et al., 2021; Strickland et al., 2015),
we hypothesised that non-signers would be able to
accurately classify the telic/atelic verbs. In line with Ji

and Papafragou (2020), we expected to see higher
classification accuracy for bounded events (telic signs).

Previous neurolinguistic studies also showed that
hearing non-signers relied on sensory/occipital cortices
(including MT+ region) when processing telic vs. atelic
signs (Malaia, Ranaweera, et al., 2012). We thus expected
that the sensory perceptual difference between verb
types would be reflected on the neurophysiological
level in ERPs within early time windows (before 300
msec post-sign onset). The 300 msec temporal threshold
for perceptual vs. conceptual processing of visual stimuli
is based on Greene and Hansen (2020), who demon-
strated prevalence of perceptual feature processing
prior to 300 msec post-stimulus onset, and conceptual
feature processing thereafter. Our research question
focused on the processing mechanisms involved in the
form-to-meaning mapping/integration process, includ-
ing both early (perceptual) and late (linguistic/concep-
tual) ones. Thus, we assessed possible effects in later
time windows (past 300 msec post-sign onset) in addition
to early perceptual effects. Due to the linguistic nature of
the task, linguistic processing indicators could be
expected in both conditions (telic and atelic). However,
based on prior behavioural research, it could be expected
that the timeline for the process of linguistic mapping/
integration might differ between telics and atelics.

Hypothesis 1: if the mapping between visual forms of
telic and atelic signs unfolds in a qualitatively different
manner with respect to linguistic mapping, for instance
due to higher attentional load during the observation of
telic signs (Malaia, 2014; Malaia, Wilbur, and Milković,
2013; Malaia, Wilbur, and Weber-Fox, 2013), then ERP
effects indicating differences between telic and atelic
signs would be expected in later time windows (after
300 msec post-sign onset). Linguistic mapping/inte-
gration processing might differ between telic and atelic
stimuli because they differ in event structure: telic signs,
visually, involve an endpoint, while atelic signs do not.

Hypothesis 2: if the mapping between visual forms of
telic and atelic signs proceeds in a similar manner (apart
from the difference in perceptual processing due to
observed velocity differences), no differences in the mor-
phology of ERPs to telic vs. atelic signs would be
expected in later time windows (i.e. after the 300 msec
post-sign onset); only early perceptual effects (before
the 300 msec post-sign onset) would be observed.

Materials and methods

Participants

Twenty seven participants (21 female) were included in
the final analysis, with a mean age of 22.96 years (SD =
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3.98; range = 16 to 31 years).5 An a priori power analysis
was conducted with G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009) to
determine the required sample size for the planned
analysis using repeated measures ANOVA. Given an
alpha value of .05 and an effect size of .15, 27 partici-
pants were required to achieve a power of .97. The par-
ticipants were native German speakers who all had
knowledge in (an)other spoken language(s) (languages
varied widely, and included English, Spanish, Italian,
Croatian, Portuguese, French, Turkish, Danish, and
Swedish). All of the participants were hearing students
without competence in any sign language. All of them
were right-handed (tested by an adapted German
version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory;
Oldfield, 1971). None showed any neurological or
psychological disorders at the time of the study. All
had normal or corrected vision and were not influenced
by medication or other substances impacting cognitive
ability. The participants either received 20€ per session
for participation, or were awarded credit hours for
their study program.

Materials and design

A 1 × 2 design with the two-level factor Telicity (Telic
signs; Atelic signs) was used. Thirty-six verbs were pre-
sented in each condition (72 critical verb signs), with
72 fillers, resulting in a total of 144 items (stimuli were
presented in 6 blocks, each block consisting of 24
signs). The stimuli consisted of signs that were used in
the study of Strickland et al. (2015), that is signed
atelic and telic verbs from Turkish Sign Language (TİD),
Italian Sign Language (LIS) and the Sign Language of
the Netherlands (NGT), supplemented by additional
signs from Croatian Sign Language (HZJ) to achieve
the appropriate stimuli number.6 For each of the sign
languages, 9 atelic and 9 telic verb signs were pre-
sented.7 The fillers consisted of atelic and telic signs of
Austrian Sign Language (ÖGS).8 All of the presented
signs constitute unknown signs for the hearing non-
signing participants. The signs were recorded individu-
ally, that is without any sentence context or carrier
phrase. A full list of German words used as answer
items is presented in the Appendix.

Four stimuli lists were used for data collection. In
order to get a balanced stimuli design (with a balanced
occurrence of answer items) two lists were created for
randomisation. This was necessary, because the stimuli
involved an uneven number of stimuli of 9 telic and 9
atelic verbs per language (this was taken from Strickland
et al.’s study design) resulting in a non-balanced distri-
bution of matching/non-matching answer choices on
the left/right presentation side (i.e. the side at which

the answer was presented on the screen). Both of
these lists were pseudo-randomised with the program
CONAN two times resulting in 4 lists. The two lists
used for randomisation were created in the following
way: Each answer item was presented as an answer
choice four times in the experiment. Each answer item
appears twice on the left side and twice on the right
side. Each answer item appears one time as matching
answer on the left side (i.e. matching with the previously
presented critical stimuli with respect to telicity) and one
time as matching answer on the right side. Each answer
choice appears one time as non-matching answer on the
left side and one time as non-matching answer on the
right side. Specific combinations of answer choices
were only presented once (e.g. the combination of the
answer choices enter and discuss were only presented
once). The number of matching answer items was coun-
terbalanced regarding the side of answer presentation
(left vs. right): 36 matching answer items occur on the
left side and 36 matching answer items occur on the
right side. The number of atelic/telic answers was coun-
terbalanced regarding the side of answer presentation
(left vs. right): 36 atelic and 36 telic verbs occur on the
left side and 36 atelic and 36 telic verbs occur on the
right side. The two lists counterbalance the distribution
of the matching answers regarding the side of presen-
tation (left vs. right) in that across two participants the
answers for both telic and atelic stimuli involve 9 match-
ing answers on the left side and 9 matching answers on
the right side with respect to each of the languages (HZJ,
LIS, TİD and NGT).

The two lists were pseudo-randomised with the fol-
lowing constraints: At least 10 items had to appear
between the same items/verbs (e.g. between the sign
for RUN in LIS and RUN in NGT). No more than three
videos of the same sign language (signed by the same
signer) appeared in a row. No more than three atelic
or telic verbs appeared in a row. The (non-)matching
answer was allowed to appear maximally three times
in a row on the same presentation side (left vs. right).
The same answer items appeared with a gap of a
minimum of 10 intervening verbs. In each of the six
blocks half of the items (N = 12) was telic, the other
half was atelic. Within each block stimuli from different
languages (NGT, HZJ, LIS and TİD) were each presented
at least 2 times and maximally 4 times. In each block
12 filler items occurred (six ÖGS telic and six ÖGS
atelic verbs).

Checking the stimuli for dynamic effects

To check whether there were any systematic differences
in timing in the stimuli, paired t-tests comparing specific
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time points within the structures and the durations
between those time points were calculated. For each
video we defined 4 time points: (1) when the movement
of the hand(s) and/or arm(s) start(s), (2) when the target
handshape of the sign is established, (3) when the target
handshape reaches the target location where the move-
ment of the verb sign starts (this time point was used for
measuring ERPs), and (4) when the sign ends (sign offset
was defined as the time point when the hand(s) move(s)
away from the final location where the verb movement
stopped, such as when the hands go down or backwards
towards the signer, and/or when the hand orientation
changes and/or when the handshape loses its tension).
Paired t-tests involved the factor Telicity (with the
levels atelic and telic). In the following only significant
effects (p≤ .05) are reported.

Comparison of time points revealed a significant
difference for sign offset. For sign offset a significant
effect of Telicity [t(35) = 5.26, p < .001] was observed
[mean: atelic: 1.98 (.30), telic: 1.61 (.34)].9 Hence, signs
ended significantly later in the atelic condition com-
pared to the telic condition (sign offset occurred on
average 362 msec later in the atelic condition).

Comparison of durations between time points
revealed significant differences for the interval from
the time point when the target handshape reaches the
target location to the time point when the sign ended.
For this interval a significant effect of Telicity [t(35) =
6.36, p < .001] was observed [mean: atelic: 1.25 (.28),
telic: .87 (.27)]. Thus, the duration from the time point
when the target handshape reaches the target location
to sign offset lasts significantly longer in the atelic

condition compared to the telic condition (the interval
lasted on average 386 msec longer in the atelic con-
dition). Figure 1 illustrates the experimental timeline of
stimulus dynamics in telic and atelic verb signs.

Procedure

The task was programmed and presented using Presen-
tation (Neurobehavioural Systems, Albany, CA). Partici-
pants were seated approximately 60 cm from the
monitor. The material was presented in 6 blocks (24
verbs were presented in each block). Every trial started
with the presentation of a stimulus video that was pre-
sented in the middle of the screen with a size of 820 ×
540 (25 fps). The video was followed by a two-choice
decision task on the lexical aspect of the observed
video, similar to the labelling task as used by Strickland
et al. (2015; Experiment 3). Participants were asked to
guess the meaning of the presented sign by forced-
choice selection from two answer choices in written
German. To ensure that the participants could not deter-
mine the meaning of the signs by iconically relating the
meaning to the sign (Strickland et al., 2015), both answer
choices constituted incorrect translations, that is, both
answers did not show the meaning of the presented
sign, but one answer choice matched the stimulus
with respect to telicity. Thus, one telic and one atelic
lexical item were presented. After the labelling task the
participants rated how certain they were of their
decision on a 7 point Likert scale. The points on the
scale were defined as follows: one stands for “very
unsure”, four means “about 50% sure” and seven

Figure 1. Experimental time course of stimulus dynamics in telic and atelic verb videos. White line represents telics, black line rep-
resents atelics. The presented electrode is Fz.
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indicates “very sure”. Participants provide answers by
mouse clicks. Prior to the actual experiment, a training
block was presented to familiarise participants with
task requirements and permit them to ask questions in
case anything was unclear. The training block consisted
of 4 videos (presenting 2 atelic and 2 telic verbs in two
blocks; 2 videos were presented in one block) which
were not presented in the actual experiment. The dur-
ation of breaks after each block was determined by
the participants themselves. See Figure 2 for a schematic
illustration of stimuli presentation. Participants were
instructed to avoid eye movements and other motions
during the presentation of the video material and to
view the videos with attention. After the experiment
we asked the participants what strategy they used for
making their decisions when classifying the unknown
material. The instruction was given in written form.
The participants filled out a written questionnaire con-
taining demographic questions and questions relevant
for EEG data recording (e.g. questions about handed-
ness). Informed consent was obtained in written form.

EEG recording

The EEG was recorded from twenty-six electrodes (Fz, Cz,
Pz, Oz, F3/4, F7/8, FC1/2, FC5/6, C3/4, CP1/2, CP5/6, P3/7,
P4/8, O1/2, PO9/10) fixed on the participant’s scalp by
means of an elastic cap (Easy Cap, Herrsching-Breit-
brunn, Germany). Horizontal eye movements (HEOG)
were registered by electrodes at the lateral ocular

muscles (left and right, one at each outer canthi of the
eyes) and vertical eye movements (VEOG) were recorded
by electrodes fixed above and below the left eye. All
electrodes were referenced against the electrode on
the left mastoid bone and offline re-referenced against
the averaged electrodes at the left and right mastoid.
The AFz electrode functioned as the ground electrode.
The EEG signal was recorded with a sampling rate of
500 Hz. For amplifying the EEG signal we used a Brain
Products amplifier (high pass: .01 Hz). In addition, a
notch filter of 50 Hz was used. The electrode impe-
dances were kept below 5 kΩ. Offline, the signal was
filtered with a bandpass filter (Butterworth Zero Phase
Filters; high pass: .1 Hz, 48 dB/Oct; low pass: 20 Hz,
48 dB/Oct).

Data analysis

Behavioural data
The effects of Telicity and Language were examined sep-
arately for (a) the participants’ accuracy regarding the
two-choice decision task, (b) the participants’ inferences
of telic meanings (i.e. analyzing how many of the atelic
and telic signs were classified as telic), (c) the partici-
pants’ reaction times regarding the two-choice decision
task (starting from the time when the two lexical choices
appeared on the screen), (d) the participants’ certainty
ratings (on the 7 point Likert scale), and (e) the partici-
pants’ reaction times regarding certainty ratings. The
statistical analyses were conducted using mixed-effects

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the stimuli presentation: Every trial started with the presentation of a stimulus video that was
presented in the middle of the screen with a size of 820 × 540 (25 fps). The video was followed by a two-choice decision task on
the lexical aspect of the observed video. Answer choices were presented in written German. After the labelling task the participants
rated how certain they were of their decision on a 7 point Likert scale. The points on the scale were defined as follows: one stands for
“very unsure”, four means “about 50% sure” and seven indicates “very sure”.
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models. We defined a model that included an interaction
between the two-level factor TELICITY (telic vs. atelic)
and the four-level factor LANGUAGE (LIS, TİD, HZJ and
NGT) as fixed effects. The random effects structure con-
sisted of by-participant and by-item random intercepts.
Sum coding was used for main effects testing. This
model was used for analysing the dependent variables
a-e (listed above).

To analyze participants’ accuracy regarding the two-
choice decision task (a) as well as participants’ inferences
of telic meanings (b), we used logistic mixed-effects
regression (i.e. generalised linear mixed model) using
the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core
Team, 2018).10 For Likert-scale certainty ratings, ordinal
mixed-effects logistic regression was performed using
the ordinal package (Christensen, 2019) in R.11 To
analyze reaction times, linear mixed-effects model
(LME) analyses were performed using the lme4
package.12 Reaction time data was log-transformed. A
t-value of 2 and above was interpreted as indicating a
significant effect (Baayen et al., 2008); p-values were
assessed using the lmerTest package; p-values were
obtained by using maximum likelihood estimators.
Effects and interactions with p below .1 are reported.

In order to control for the length of the telic vs. atelic
signs (i.e. atelic signs are longer in duration compared
to telic signs), the same models were computed including
the variable Length (centred) as a continuous covariate.13

In addition, the reports that participants gave after
the experiment about whether they used any strategy
for decision making and if yes, what kind of strategy
they used, were evaluated.

ERP data
In order to determine the onset and offset of the
observed effects, we computed a 50 msec time
window analysis. Statistical evaluation of the ERP data
was carried out by comparison of the mean amplitude
of the ERPs within the time window, per condition and
per subject in two regions of interest (ROIs). The factor
ROI involved the levels anterior = F3, F4, F7, F8, FC1,
FC2, FC5, FC6, Fz, Cz, and posterior = P3, P4, P7, P8,
PO9, PO10, O1, O2, Pz, Oz. The signal was corrected for
ocular artifacts by the Gratton and Coles method (a
method for off-line removal of ocular artifacts; Gratton
et al., 1983) and screened for artifacts (minimal/
maximal amplitude at −75/+75 μV). Data are baseline-
corrected to −300 to 0. For each condition not more
than 5% of the trials were excluded after artifact rejec-
tion. The percentage of trials remaining after artifact
rejection is 95% for the telic condition (48 trials
excluded) and 96% for the atelic condition (39 trials
excluded). Over 66% of the critical trials were left after

artifact correction for all individual participants. All
items were considered for ERP analysis. Statistical analy-
sis was carried out in a hierarchical manner, that is, only
significant interactions (p≤ .05) were included in a step-
down analysis. For statistical analysis of the ERP data an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed including the
factors of condition TELICITY (atelic vs. telic) and ROI. Only
significant ERP effects (p≤ .05) are reported.

Trigger marking
ERPs were time-locked to the point at which the target
handshape reached target location from which the
movement of the verb sign began. This point in time –
prior to any sign-internal movement – was defined as
sign onset. For signs with handshape-internal movement
(e.g. involving a handshape change), target handshape
was reached when the initial handshape (i.e. the hand-
shape visible before the onset of internal movement)
was formed. For two-handed signs, target handshape
was reached when both hands showed the handshape.14

Results

Behavioural data

Accuracy regarding the two-choice decision task
Figure 3 provides an overview of participants’ accuracy
in percent per language and telicity (see also Table 1
in Appendix B). Participants gave correct responses
above chance level (i.e. with more than 50% accuracy
in a 2AFC task) regarding telic and atelic signs; this
was observed for all languages tested in the study.
Descriptive data analysis suggests that participants
were more accurate with respect to the telic condition
compared to the atelic condition; this was observed
for all languages, except TİD which shows the opposite
effect. For all four sign languages, measures of discrimin-
ability across participants (Macmillan & Creelman, 2004;
Macmillan & Kaplan, 1985) averaged d’ = 1.2 for telic and
d’ = 0.5 for atelic stimuli. This difference was significant
when compared using paired t-test (each participant’s
d’ per condition, two-tailed): t(26) = 6.146, p < .001. For
three sign languages, when taken individually, telic
signs were significantly easier to detect than atelic
ones; for TİD, the opposite was true (Table 1).

The mixed-effects model for participants’ accuracy
regarding the two-choice decision task revealed a main
effect of Telicity approaching significance (Estimate: −.257;
Standard error: .154; p= .0951) (for more detailed results
see Table 1 in Appendix C). The same model including
Length of signs as covariate does not provide a better fit.
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Participants’ inferences of telic meanings
In line with Strickland et al. (2015) we analysed the
behavioural data according to participants’ inferences
of telic meanings, that is whether they classified the
signs as telic or atelic. The responses were classified as
telic (comprising telic signs that were classified correctly
as telic plus atelic signs that were classified incorrectly as
telic) and atelic (comprising atelic signs that were
classified correctly as atelic plus telic signs that were
classified incorrectly as atelic). This analysis showed
that participants tended to classify telic signs as telic
to a greater extent than they classified atelic signs as
telic; this was observed regarding all languages tested
in the study.

The mixed-effects model for participants’ inferences
of telic meanings regarding the two-choice decision
task revealed a significant main effect of Telicity. Atelic
signs were less likely classified as telics (Estimate:
−.9217; Standard error: .1547; p < .001) (for more
detailed results see Table 2 in Appendix C). The same
model including Length of signs as covariate does not
provide a better fit. Figure 4 provides an overview of par-
ticipants’ inferences of telic meanings in percent per
language and telicity (see also Table 2 in Appendix B).

Reaction times regarding the two-choice decision
task
Figure 5 provides an overview of participants’ reaction
times for the two-choice decision task per language
and telicity (see also Table 3 in Appendix B).

Participants made their decisions faster in the telic
condition compared to the atelic condition; in descrip-
tive analysis this was observed for all languages,
except TİD. However, linear mixed models did not indi-
cate an effect of Language, while the effect of Telicity
on response times approached significance (Estimate:

Figure 3. Participants’ accuracy of event structure identification. The error bars show standard deviation.

Table 1. Measures of discriminability across participants.
Language d’ telics d’ atelics t p

HZJ 1.349 0.169 4.812 <.001
LIS 1.721 0.758 4.273 <.001
NGT 1.247 0.208 3.823 <.001
TID 0.866 1.347 −2.119 0.044
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.0265298; Standard error: .0150037; t = 1.768; p = .0813)
(for more detailed results see Table 3 in Appendix C).
The same model including Length of signs as covariate
does not provide a better fit.

Certainty ratings on Likert scale
Figure 6 provides an overview of participants’ certainty
ratings per language and telicity (see also Table 4 in
Appendix B).

Descriptive data analysis shows that regarding both the
atelic and telic condition, participants were slightly below
50% sure about their decisions (on the Likert scale 4 was
defined as “about 50% sure”). The mixed-effects model
for participants’ certainty ratings revealed a main effect
of Language [HZJ] approaching significance (Estimate:
−.265328; Standard error: .158417; p= .094). HZJ signs
were rated lower than average (i.e. lower than the grand
mean over all conditions) (for more detailed results see
Table 4 in Appendix C). The same model including
Length of signs as covariate does not provide a better fit.

Reaction times regarding certainty ratings on
Likert scale
Figure 7 provides an overview of the reaction times for
participants’ certainty ratings per language and telicity
(see also Table 5 in Appendix B). The mixed-effects
model for participants’ reaction times regarding cer-
tainty ratings revealed an interaction Telicity[atelic] ×
Language[NGT] approaching significance (Estimate:
−.029803; Standard error: .017597; t =−1.694; p
= .0947) (for more detailed results see Table 5 in Appen-
dix C). A post hoc Tukey test did not reveal any signifi-
cant effects. The same model including Length of signs
as covariate does not provide a better fit.

Strategy that was used by the participants for
doing the two-choice decision task

The participants reported the following strategies: They
used their knowledge about gestures. In particular, they
compared the signs with gestures that hearing persons

Figure 4. Participants’ inferences of telic meanings. The error bars show standard deviation.
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use. They thought about which gestures they would use,
how they would gesture the word, or which movement
they would use as a gesture to support the conversation.
One participant reported that she imagined expressing
the movements by herself and thought about what
this might mean.

Participants also looked at the facial expression of the
signer, that is whether the signer showed a positive or
negative facial expression (smiling vs. serious face).

The participants tried to build up an association
between the (movement of the) sign and the answer
choices, or to build up an association between the
sign and “a real movement”, or an activity/action. They
tried to assign the movements to the activities. One par-
ticipant thought about which action (which word) the
sign reminds her of more. Another participant reported
that she instinctively looked for associations between
movement and finger position and accordingly tried to
determine a natural commonality. Participants tried to
find similarities between the sign and the actual
action, that is, they tried to assess which movements

could be similar to the activities. They thought about
which one of the two activities the sign is more similar
to. One participant tried to infer gestures of what the
activity looks like. Another participant reported that
she compared the two answer terms with each other,
that is contrasting physical activities and non/less-
physical activities, suggesting that the potential of re-
presenting these concepts iconically in sign languages
was considered.

Participants not only looked at the movement of the
signs for decision making, but also at specific features of
motion (i.e. direction, speed, duration): They looked at
whether the movement was fast or slow, up or down,
whether the sign was directed towards the body or away
from the body. One participant reported that she made
her decision depending on whether something happens
slowly or fast; she lookedat the durationof themovement.

Many of the participants noted that lip reading was
possible with one specific signer who used German
mouthing (and who signed the ÖGS filler material for
the present study).

Figure 5. Participants’ reaction times regarding the two-choice decision task. The error bars show standard deviation.
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Some of the participants also reported that they
sometimes proceeded according to the exclusion cri-
terion. Also guessing was used for doing the task.

ERP data

With respect to the time point when the target hand-
shape of the sign reached target location, data analysis
revealed a more anteriorly distributed negative effect
for telic compared to atelic signs in the 0 to 200 msec
time window, a broadly distributed negative effect in
the 200 to 250 msec and the 300 to 400 msec time
windows, and an anterior negative effect in the 500 to
550 msec time window. Additionally, anterior negative
effects for telic compared to atelic signs were observed
in the 650 to 800 msec, in the 850 to 1300 msec and
the 1400 to 1500 msec time windows. Furthermore, pos-
teriorly distributed positive effects for telic compared to
atelic signs were revealed in the 600 to 700 msec time

window, in the 750 to 1050 msec time window and in
the 1250 to 1300 msec time window (see Figure 8).

The 50 msec time window analysis is presented in
Table 2 (see Appendix D for a more detailed table includ-
ing statistical ANOVA results as well as mean amplitudes
and standard deviations for conditions within non-sig-
nificant time windows). Only significant effects
(p≤ .05) are reported.

Summary of results

Behavioural data analysis revealed that non-signers
classified telic/atelic signs with relatively high accuracy.
Telic signs were correctly identified as telic more often.
Statistical analysis of decision times offered some evi-
dence that decisions for telic stimuli were made faster
than for atelic stimuli (p = .0813).15 The certainty
ratings showed that participants were slightly below
50% sure about their decisions regarding both the

Figure 6. Participants’ certainty ratings on Likert scale. The error bars show standard deviation.
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atelic and telic condition. The length of the signs does
not impact the behavioural data.

Processing differences for telic compared to atelic
verbs were also revealed at the neurophysiological
level. Beginning from sign onset (i.e. target handshape
positioned in target location), statistically significant
neural differences in processing appeared across
several time ranges anteriorly (0–200 msec, 500–
550 msec, 650–800 msec, 850–1300 msec, and 1400–
1500 msec), posteriorly (600–700 msec, 750–
1050 msec, and 1250–1300 msec), and in a broadly dis-
tributed manner (200–250 msec and 300–400 msec)
(see Figure 8; Table 2).

Discussion

The present study examined the neurophysiological
bases of action-to-language mapping in hearing non-
signers, carrying out an A2FC task of classifying

unfamiliar verb signs as bounded or unbounded. Of par-
ticular focus was the question as to the possible differ-
ences in neural processing mechanisms for telic vs.
atelic verb signs with respect to the integration of
sensory perceptual features with linguistic concepts.

Behavioural data analysis indicates that non-signers
classify signs as telic or atelic with high accuracy, repli-
cating previous results (Kuhn et al., 2021; Strickland
et al., 2015). In a majority of the sign languages, telics
were classified more accurately as compared to atelics.
Statistical analysis offered some evidence that in the
telic condition participants were able to respond faster
(trending p = .0813) and with more certainty (trending
p = .094) about their decision. The finding that partici-
pants classified telic signs more accurately than atelic
signs is in line with Ji and Papafragou (2020) who
report that the category of bounded events was ident-
ified with greater ease compared to that of unbounded
events. Ji and Papafragou (2020) suggest that the

Figure 7. Participants’ reaction times regarding certainty ratings on Likert scale. The error bars show standard deviation.
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involvement of an internal structure that culminates in
defined endpoints makes bounded events easier to indi-
viduate, track, compare to each other and generalise

over compared to unbounded events. The present
data extends this observation with respect to sign
language stimuli and the use of a linguistic task.

Figure 8. ERP and topographic differences between neural responses to atelic (black line) and telic (grey line) stimuli, starting from
time of target handshape in target location for sign onset. Time ranges with statistically significant differences between condition are
marked by grey rectangles and illustrated by topographic out-takes.
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ERP data analysis revealed differences in processing
time course between telic vs. atelic signs in early (prior
to 300 msec past stimulus onset), as well as later time
windows. The effects in early time windows (starting at
sign onset) likely reflect the difference in perceptual pro-
cessing of sign velocity and acceleration for decision-
making.16 Anterior and posterior ERP effects for telics
compared to atelics appearing in later time windows
likely reflect differences in cognitive/linguistic processing
in support of Hypothesis 1, proposing qualitatively
different mapping/integration processes for telic verbs.
Significant effects observed for time windows after
867 msec (850–1300 msec and 1400–1500 msec time
windows) could also involve offset processing of the
telic verbs (which ended before the atelics which
ended on average at 1253 msec). That the observed
ERP effects in early vs. later time windows reflect
different mechanisms, that is, perceptual processing as
well as the integration of perceptual features with lin-
guistic concepts, is evidenced by the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of the effects. In the initial time windows (0 to
200 msec), only anterior electrodes demonstrated stat-
istically significant differences between conditions. The

later effects, however, were observed either as a
broadly distributed activation, or effects differing in
valence between anterior and/or posterior electrodes.

Previous work showed that the telicity in verbs may
facilitate online language processing, for example, in res-
olution of garden path sentences. Malaia et al. (2009;
2012) investigated the effects of verbal telicity on syntac-
tic reanalysis of reduced relative clauses, in which the
verb in the relative clause was either telic or atelic. Sen-
tences with atelic verbs imposed higher processing costs
at the disambiguation point, as compared to sentences
with telic verbs. In interpreting a garden-path sentence,
two distinct processing steps are required: identification
of the event (i.e. retrieval of the event template with par-
ticipant thematic roles from memory), and assignment
of thematic roles, which is biased toward assignment
of Agent/Subject thematic role to the first noun in the
sentence. Comprehension of reduced relative clauses,
with a reversed order of arguments (e.g. “The actress
awakened by the writer left in a hurry”.) prompts
online re-assignment of thematic roles. This step
appears to proceed more rapidly in sentences with
telic verbs, potentially because, by virtue of having the

Table 2. ERP – 50 msec time window analysis.
Time window
(in msec) Topography

Telics: Mean (SD)
(amplitude in µV)

Atelics: Mean (SD)
(amplitude in µV)

0–50 Anterior Anterior: 3.01 (2.98) Anterior: 3.89 (3.01)
50–100 Anterior Anterior: 3.53 (3.59) Anterior: 4.54 (3.71)
100–150 Anterior Anterior: 3.65 (3.93) Anterior: 4.96 (3.84)
150–200 Anterior Anterior: 3.78 (4.16) Anterior: 5.18 (4.11)
200–250 Broadly distributed Anterior: 4.41 (4.06)

Posterior: −1.26 (4.40)
Anterior: 5.21 (4.01)
Posterior: −.96 (4.08)

300–350 Broadly distributed Anterior: 4.76 (4.38)
Posterior: −1.89 (4.68)

Anterior: 5.71 (4.51)
Posterior: −1.56 (4.52)

350–400 Broadly distributed Anterior: 4.87 (4.43)
Posterior: −1.96 (4.85)

Anterior: 5.78 (4.20)
Posterior: −1.83 (4.71)

500–550 Anterior Anterior: 5.13 (4.61) Anterior: 6.14 (4.78)
600–650 Posterior Posterior: −2.27 (5.13) Posterior: −2.97 (5.20)
650–700 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.92 (4.83)

Posterior: −2.18 (5.16)
Anterior: 5.84 (5.02)
Posterior: −3.15 (5.41)

700–750 Anterior Anterior: 4.74 (5.01) Anterior: 5.76 (5.11)
750–800 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.39 (4.92)

Posterior: −2.49 (5.32)
Anterior: 5.54 (5.11)
Posterior: −3.37 (5.29)

800–850 Posterior Posterior: −2.65 (5.25) Posterior: −3.59 (5.36)
850–900 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.37 (5.07)

Posterior: −3.02 (5.34)
Anterior: 5.35 (5.36)
Posterior: −3.94 (5.57)

900–950 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.32 (4.94)
Posterior: −2.99 (5.53)

Anterior: 5.23 (5.24)
Posterior: −3.96 (5.49)

950–1000 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.16 (4.82)
Posterior: −3.22 (5.53)

Anterior: 5.18 (5.23)
Posterior: −3.91 (5.47)

1000–1050 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.21 (4.88)
Posterior: −3.14 (5.63)

Anterior: 5.33 (5.28)
Posterior: −3.78 (5.56)

1050–1100 Anterior Anterior: 4.33 (5.22) Anterior: 5.44 (5.08)
1100–1150 Anterior Anterior: 4.23 (5.07) Anterior: 5.23 (5.42)
1150–1200 Anterior Anterior: 4.30 (5.44) Anterior: 5.32 (5.49)
1200–1250 Anterior Anterior: 4.26 (5.19) Anterior: 5.39 (5.84)
1250–1300 Anterior & Posterior Anterior: 4.23 (5.16)

Posterior: −3.21 (5.40)
Anterior: 5.40 (5.65)
Posterior: −3.84 (5.61)

1400–1450 Anterior Anterior: 4.12 (4.87) Anterior: 5.12 (5.52)
1450–1500 Anterior Anterior: 4.24 (5.15) Anterior: 5.08 (5.56)

The topographic description “broadly distributed” refers to effects that are directed towards the same direction within anterior and posterior electrode sites.
The description “anterior and posterior” refers to effects that are directed towards different directions within anterior and posterior electrode sites.
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boundary, they trigger the extraction of the event tem-
plate with the thematic roles, thereby facilitating the-
matic role re-assignment. Atelic verbs, which do not
provide the conceptual boundary for event segmenta-
tion, do not appear to trigger the same processing
mechanism (e.g. “The actress worshipped by the writer
left in a hurry”).

In the present study, participants viewed unfamiliar
signs, followed by an offline classification task. ERP
effects thus might reflect the segmentation operation
the participants had to carry out for visually bounded,
that is, telic signs. Although the segmentation operation
might require more effort (e.g. attentional allocation and
memory reference) at the point of being carried out, it is
likely to facilitate the participants’ performance in the
classification task later (which was carried out offline,
and did not contain an inherent time restriction). There-
fore, the observed online ERP effects for telic compared
to atelic signs (observed in later time windows) might
potentially stem from two different sources: recruitment
of additional processing resources for telics in the
segment toward the end of each sign, or release of cog-
nitive resources past sign offset. The crucial point,
however, is that the difference is observable at the neu-
rophysiological level, suggesting that action-to-
language mapping processes differ between visually
bounded and unbounded events (in this case, telic vs.
atelic verb signs). Whether the same ERP effects would
be observed if a non-linguistic task were used is not
entirely clear. Earlier research (e.g. Huettig et al., 2010;
Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010) suggests that it may be
that language-specific factors do not shape core biases
in event perception and memory, but rather that
language can be recruited optionally for encoding
events (“thinking for speaking”). However, while
signers might rely on conceptual mapping to language
when the task facilitates such mapping, signers have
been shown to process visual boundedness as linguistic
distinction (Malaia, Wilbur, et al., 2012). The present
findings might be indicative of the potential evolution-
ary pathway for co-optation of physical-perceptual
motion features into the linguistic structure of sign
languages. Cross-linguistic similarities in event visibility
(i.e. visual representation of event structure) have been
described for a number of unrelated sign languages
(Malaia & Milkovic, 2021). Sign languages, however,
further differ in linguistic representation of event struc-
ture, such that, for example, realisation of end-state
marking might take on various forms. For example, the
end state of the verb “arrive” in ASL is expressed by
the phonological feature [direction] involving a path
movement and a rapid movement to a stop with
contact of the two hands, while ÖGS uses the feature

[supination] involving a change of orientation (Schalber,
2006). Сomparative analysis of motion capture data indi-
cates a variety of strategies for the mapping between
physical parameters for articulator motion, and linguistic
features that incorporate boundedness. For example, in
ASL, the endpoint of the event in telic signs is marked
phonologically by a significantly faster deceleration at
the end of the verb, as compared to atelic signs
(Malaia et al., 2008; Malaia & Wilbur, 2012). HZJ recruits
the same physical parameter – speed of dominant
hand motion – to express a regular morphological
process that is used to produce an alternation
between two forms of a verb from one stem, such that
the same root would appear with shorter, sharper move-
ment to convey bounded (both perfective and telic)
meaning (Milković, 2011). In ÖGS the distinction
between telic and atelic verb signs is encoded phonolo-
gically (like in ASL), such that telic signs are produced
with faster deceleration/acceleration and jerk, and are
shorter in duration compared to atelic signs (Krebs
et al., 2021). Thus, although all three languages mark
event structure in an iconic way (as proposed by the
EVH), they show language-specific characteristics with
respect to how event structure is represented and
expressed. However, despite these differences, non-
signers can classify these iconically motivated forms
accurately, because articulator motion profiles overall
are similar to motion profiles of observed events, and
use salient end point marking to represent event struc-
ture. We would like to note that telic signs in TİD
might utilise somewhat different motion patterns as
compared to telic signs of other sign languages (LIS,
NGT, and HZJ), which might be yet another illustration
of cross-linguistic differences among sign languages.
The nature of dynamic cue(s) for telicity that have resulted
in the observed differences in non-signer responses to
TİD vs. other sign language stimuli in the behavioural
task remains an open question for further research.

An interesting question raised in debriefing con-
cerned non-manuals – in sign language research, this
term encompasses a variety of markers, from syntactic
to semantic and pragmatic, performed using facial
action – such as brow raise, brow furrow, mouth pos-
ition changes, etc. Several of the participants (N = 5,
18.52%) in the present study reported that they
looked not only at the hands and arms, but also con-
sidered facial expression when trying to make sense
of what they saw. None of these participants responded
that facial expression was the only thing they looked at.
Among the stimuli presented, the only type with con-
sistent mouthing were the fillers in ÖGS, which does
have mouth movements equivalent to spoken
German lip-movements (Schalber, 2015). A follow-up
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investigation of mouthing in perception of ÖGS is
ongoing.

The videos of LIS, NGT, and TID used in the present
study were previously used by Strickland et al. (2015)
behavioural investigation, which assessed whether the
gestural boundary constituted a marker for telicity
(Strickland et al., 2015, experiments 7–10). The findings
suggested that the gestural boundaries and trilled
movement were two main phonological features
across sign languages on which non-signing participants
based their classification. Specifically, participants were
asked to rate the degree to which they perceived a “ges-
tural boundary” or repetitive movement present in the
signs. Strickland et al. (2015) reported that signs
classified as telic were rated as having more boundaries
than repeated movement, whereas signs classified as
atelic were rated as having more repeated movement
than boundaries. Based on debriefing result, the partici-
pants in the present study also used the movement par-
ameter to classify the verbs.

Conclusion

The present study is the first, to our knowledge, to inves-
tigate the time course of neural mechanisms for how
visual features of events, such as movement dynamics,
are mapped to linguistic event structure. Our results
demonstrate that non-signers both identify the percep-
tual differences in motion features when viewing signs
denoting bounded and unbounded events, but also
recruit different processing mechanisms when integrat-
ing the perceptual information with linguistic concepts
in their native language. The present work provides
further neurophysiological evidence for the event seg-
mentation theory in perception (Zacks & Swallow,
2007; Zacks & Tversky, 2001), as well as the EVH
(Wilbur, 2003, 2008, 2010). The observed mechanisms
might be indicative of the potential evolutionary
pathway for co-optation of perceptual features into
the linguistic structure of sign languages (cf. Bradley
et al., 2022). Sign language phenomena that have a con-
nection between visual form and underlying meaning,
and are similar in unrelated sign languages, provide a
unique perspective on the linking mechanisms
between language universals and perceptual features,
and how these impact perception, cognition, and
action in linguistic and non-linguistic contexts.

Notes

1. For several sign languages free morphemes (auxiliaries)
as well as bound morphemes (expressed by modulation
of the movement parameter) indicating various kinds of

grammatical aspect marking have been described (e.g.
Pfau et al., 2012).

2. For the purposes of the present analysis, we will focus on
inherently telic verbs, that is verbs which are lexically
telic (as opposed to telicity emerging at the verb
phrase level, cf. Tenny, 1994; Vendler, 1967; Verkuyl,
1972).

3. Gestures that contribute to the semantics of an
expression and which are used instead of spoken
words during spoken language communication.

4. Per convention Deaf with upper-case D refers to deaf or
hard of hearing humans who define themselves as
members of the sign language community. In contrast,
deaf refers to audiological status.

5. The higher number of female participants was due to
the difficulty of obtaining a gender-balanced participant
ratio during intermittent lockdowns resulting from
COVID-19.

6. We aimed to replicate the findings of Strickland et al.
(2015) in order to have a sound basis for interpreting
the findings on neural processing.

7. The mean length of the critical stimulus videos as well as
standard deviation and range of video length per con-
dition (values given in seconds): Atelics: Mean: 2.06; sd:
.47; Range: 1–3; Telics: Mean: 1.75; sd: .55; Range: 1–3.

8. ÖGS telic/atelic signs functioned as fillers in this exper-
iment, because these stimuli include an additional infor-
mation channel, mouthing, which non-signers can use
for classifying unknown signs. Mouthing constitutes a
(part of a) spoken language word (of the surrounding
spoken language; German in the case of ÖGS) which is
silently produced by the lips simultaneously to the
other sign parameters (Sandler & Lillo-Martin,
2006).Thus, it is assumed that different mechanisms
are involved in the processing of the ÖGS material com-
pared to the non-ÖGS stimuli (Krebs et al., 2023).

9. Mean durations are given in seconds; standard devi-
ations are presented in parentheses.

10. coded in R as glmer = glmer(Accuracy ∼ Telicity*Lan-
guage + (1|Participant) + (1|Item)).

coded in R as glmer = glmer(Telic response ∼ Telici-
ty*Language + (1|Participant) + (1|Item)).

11. coded in R as clmm= clmm(Rating ∼ Telicity*Language
+ (1|Participant) + (1|Item)).

12. coded in R as lme = lmer(log(Reaction time + 1) ∼ Telici-
ty*Language + (1|Participant) + (1|Item)).

13. The duration of the signs was calculated from the time
point when the target handshape reaches the target
location where the movement of the verb sign starts
(defined as sign onset) to the offset of the sign (when
the hand(s) move(s) away from the final location
where the verb movement stopped, and/or when the
hand orientation changes and/or when the handshape
loses its tension). Mean durations and standard devi-
ations (SD) for atelics and telics (in seconds): Atelics:
Mean = 1.253; SD = .273; Telics: Mean = .867; SD = .264.

14. The exception to this were two-handed signs with alter-
nating (i.e. non-symmetric) movement: for some of
these signs it was observed that the movement of the
sign begins before the target handshape was entirely
established on the non-dominant hand; in these cases
target handshape was determined to be reached when
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it was established on the dominant hand (even if the
handshape was not entirely established on the non-
dominant hand).

15. p-values are graded measures of the strength of evi-
dence against the null hypothesis (Amrhein et al.,
2017). In this case, there is 8% probability that the
response times to atelic and telic stimuli do not differ,
and 92% probability that responses to telic stimuli are
faster than those to atelic stimuli. Thus, marginally sig-
nificant p = .08 offers some evidence against the null
hypothesis, although it does not approach the threshold
of 5%.

16. Visual perceptual processing and decision-making result
in frontal ERP effects due to insular and executive cortex
engagement as early as 100 msec post-stimulus onset
(cf. Perri et al., 2019; Mussini et al., 2020).
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